MAY 2019 UPDATE: Massive Disruption Event Ahead
(revised 17 June 2019)

My Technical Analysis sometimes leads me to believe something incredible is happening in the
markets, which always translates into Economic and/or Global implications. Example: I saw it coming
in 1999/2000 and 2007/2008. Now I see it coming again!
Currently there are 4 main elements I see impacting the world scene.
1. American Elections
2. Global Economy
3. US/China Trade Deals
4. Disclosure
If these events combine into a massive disruption event, they could break the backbone of the global
markets in such a way that many investors, and most people, are simply not prepared to handle. In the
long run, that would be a good thing! But you must be prepared to weather the storm!
What do I see happening in the Markets that lead me to such an analysis?
Part 1: AMERICAN ELECTIONS
I watch the 3 main indexes reflecting the health of the US Stock Market, the S&P 500; the DOW; and
NASDAQ. While NASDAQ usually leads because it reflects Tech Sector, the broad market is the S&P.
It is also known to “Sell in May and Walk Away”. In addition, the Election Cycle proves to be Bearish
as we approach the end of a presidential term. But mark my words, Donald Trump will win a 2nd term
in a landslide. Moreover, as you can see below, these markets are all topping out. See the DOUBLE
TOPS [Double Tops/Bottoms mean bigger opposite moves are imminent], and 1,2,3 TOPs below.
INDICES WEEKLY CHARTS
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This means much bigger down moves are about to happen. Which also means the economy is going to
feel the hurt, but much worse than in 2008 – 2010. Why? Because the bubble is bigger. How much
lower? Because of the Double Top, which means a bigger move, in the S&P 500 the downside target is
1690. Currently we also have the fewest Short positions in the indexes since 2006 ... another sign.
However, it is possible that if the S&P 500 Weekly 50 Moving Avg. holds at 2780, we may see a Blowoff Top form a new high. But I surmise that would happen ONLY if there was NO war, and if Pres.
Trump won his re-election. If War and Market Collapse happens, the globalist organized Socialist/
Commie Dems would of course blame Pres. Trump. See my posted articles for the reasons why.
One of the first things to happen when an economy is under threat, or contracts, is that consumers move
into a protectionist stance. Consumers cut back spending, investment, and many external activities
while attempt to protect their capital from unknown risks. As the contraction accelerates, consumers
cut back even further attempting to protect assets that are valuable or essential. Their natural reaction
is to spend only on essential items and to protect value in assets. (see Precious Metals charts below)
Part 2: GLOBAL & CHINESE ECONOMY
Brexit crisis is deepening and denying the citizen majority of Britain/England their demands. This is
also affecting their currency as the pound hits its lowest levels recently. The gloablaist created and
financed crisis of immigrating terrorizing Muslims is also causing instability and public outcry in
European countries, and the U.S. border.
Radio ads in Honduras, Nicaragua, Cuba, Guatamala, El Salvador, tell them to come to America and
you too can live the American dream. They walk across dry bed of Rio Grande, look for Border Agents,
then are processed, given legal papers, and sent to major metro areas like Atlanta, Chicago, NY, Dallas,
Houston, Boston. Undocumented illegal aliens have caused increase in diseases, rapes, murder, and
other crimes across the United States. The U.S. now has 10% increase in population as a result of the
illegal invasion. It cannot possibly educate, incarcerate, medicate all these people. The Mexican Mafia
Drug Cartel has a better grip on the Border than the U.S. Government because Socialist Democrats, and
their Communist Agenda stands in the way. It is a huge drain on the economy, but pails to the $21
Trillion the U.S. Government says is missing. HOW is the US Gov't Missing $21 TRILLION ???
https://hudmissingmoney.solari.com/the-real-game-of-missing-money-i-introduction/
It used to be said that China is the big elephant in the room. The recent decline of the Chinese Yuan
represents a massive danger for their government. Not only does this create an issue for the population
of China, seeing their purchasing power diminish, but it also creates a debt servicing issue for business,
corporations, and government on a massive scale. Servicing their foreign debts just became much
more expensive as the Yuan value decreases compared to other foreign currency levels. It also causes a
problem of the US Debt that China holds in attempting to get rid of it. No one wants to hold U.S.
Bonds or Notes as they know the U.S. is bankrupt. But then again … so are they, as is any country
dependent upon the Central Bankster’s Babylonian Ponzi Money Scam! By the way, why are these
banksters buying and hoarding Gold, if they can print money out of thin air? What do they know, that
you don’t ? ? ? With headlines like, “G20 Must Heed Debt Warnings to Stave Off Another Crisis”, from
theGuardian.com , you know the global economy is in trouble. That brings us to US/China Trade talks.
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Part 3: US/CHINA TRADE
Much of the animosity aimed at the U.S. and Pres. Trump is from the communists – in China and the
U.S. due to either ignorance, or brainwashing, or both. Contrary to what the mainstream media is
pushing regarding the fake Russia scare! However, as more evidence becomes available, perhaps
people will see the machinations going on behind the curtain of the great Oz.
Pres. Trump is right in that China has been stealing a lot from the US of A. It is past time we put a stop
to it. In all fairness, it is actually globalist corporations that have left the U.S. Pres. Trump stated, “if
you crawled in bed with the Dragon, don’t look for us to make your bed more comfy”. He has actually
painted China into a corner. It is also past time to put a stop to, and prosecute those who have
committed sedition and treason in the USA in an attempt to overthrow the government. As I’ve posted
in my online articles, (www.nmt-psp.com/articles-list.php) we are at war with U.S. Inc. in attempt to
regain our Republic. See sig file below, ‘You Can Be Part of the Solution’.
More importantly, the old guard -- ie. the military/industrial complex (MIC), spearheaded by the
Illuminati or what I call the International Luciferian Cabal, is beating the “war drums” again and this
time aiming at Iran. The REAL story is that the Cabal is causing mass unrest and panic by helping the
Muslim wage its religious war - ‘Jihad’ across the globe. This manufactured, but real threat, must be
met with government military force. Meanwhile the MIC profits off the “war machine”. This will, and
is causing, extended market volatility. The same can be said for China in their ‘soft’ invasion of the US.
This threat is playing out in the markets – especially with OIL. I see Crude pulling back to the 58 – 55
level before taking off to my Targets of 75 then finally 92. While the Bearish factors (see below) may
outweigh the Bullish factors, it is only temporary, as I believe ultimately, longer term, and soon the
Bullish factors will outweigh the Bearish. Hence the temporary pullback, before exploding upwards.
Bullish factors for Crude:
 Irans output is set to decline
 Instability in Venezuela
 Chinese oil imports are at record highs
 Strategic petroleum reserve is in a drawdown
 Net imports to the U.S. are rising
 Instability in Libya
Bearish factors:
 OPEC has spare capacity
 U.S. production has pushed to record highs
 Energy Information Agency (EIA) inventories are back above the 5-year average
This will of course mean the price of Gas will again skyrocket leading to massive profits for the MIC
controlled and owned petrol industry or Big Oil. Of course they always do every summer! – Right? See
OIL Charts below.
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If sanctions against Iran or Venezuela remain in place, then some of their oil production will remain
offline. Also, if tensions with Iran escalate, then oil transport through the Strait of Hormuz could be
disrupted. Which will send prices sharply higher.
While at the same time, the Cabal’s Big Pharma is pushing for everyone to get
“vaxxed”. For more info, visit this site and get the book: "EMERGING VIRUSES:
AIDS and Ebola, Accident, or Intentional?"; Documented Proof from the Gov't
and Big Pharma of their conspiracy and collusion; http://www.emergingviruses.net/
AND, Get the book, "Horowitz on Vaccines", as the Gov’t & UN is suppressing
these books regarding meticulous research and Facts.1
https://www.amazon.com/Horowitz-Vaccines-Dr-Len/dp/0923550267

But I’m watching the Bankster’s short positions in Metals, as an explosion in the price of oil should
also be bullish for Gold and Silver. Note on the Gold chart below, 1270 has held 3 times. If it fails,
1230 is the next target before reversing to my Monthly Target of 1674 off the Head & Shoulders
Bottom formation.

< –------------ UPDATE: 18 AUG. 2019 ----------- >
Look at the next Chart at what Precious Metals have done since….

1 www.dlnr.hawaii.gov/mk/files/2017/03/TIO-Ex-C-57.pdf
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In spite of the recent runup, Gold & Silver have hit some of my Targets,
and are due for a Pull Back (to 1475 -1435 +/- area 50MA). Afterwards,
I have another upside Target in Gold at 1680.
< ----------------------------------------- >
CYRPTOs
Another interesting “thing” to watch is Crypto-currency. I might peak at BitCoin, but I look at the
second most favored “crypto” Etherium. There is an ETF which trades off Etherium – Grayscale
Etherium Classic Trust (ETCG). I usually shy away from these Cryptos, I just watch as a curiosity. I
am very skeptical of the CIA influence in order to mind-dazzle the gullible public into accepting it,
while ultimately leading to “FEDcoin”.
In looking at ETCG (see below chart), I think it is doing what Gold & Silver should be doing. Some
people, especially the younger “digital” generation, are flooding to these “crypto” markets, while
shying away from the older generation’s “hangup” on the shiny metals.
Notice in the chart below, how recently from the Test & ReTest of the 50/100 Moving Averages (blue &
red lines) it has gone from 6.00 in late March, upto 31.25 mid May. Folks thats a 520% increase in 8
weeks! Surpassing my #1, #2 targets and almost doubled my #3 Target of 17.
In fact, I had a Major Buy Signal (MBS) on 27th of March. Since I was watching it, I waited till it
Broke-out above the 50/100 MAs and did jump in and made a little money. But alas, was Stopped-Out
too soon. I managed to make $780 in 2 days from April 3rd to the 5th !
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The Big Banksters used to frown on, and say nasty things about, Crypto-currency. In fact, JP Morgan
Chase Bank became notorious among cryptocurrency participants in mid-2017, when its CEO Jamie
Dimon openly called Bitcoin a “fraud,” comments he later personally refuted to Cointelegraph at the
World Economic Forum last year2. Recently he announced they will introduce their own crptocurrency. Who would be dum enough? ... You’d be surprised!
To me, the rise again in Crypto’s represent the nervousness in the markets as to the economy generally,
and the desire to get away from the cabal’s currupt monetary system. But isn’t the U.S. economy
booming? Yes to some degree, only due to the mass printing of more FED fiat funny money which
corporations have been using to buy back their stocks automatically pushing up prices, as well as the
FED purchasing the stocks of these companies. One has to ask, how long can this go on? Can they
invent more ways to “kick the can down the road”? In an article dated 13 June 2019, Wall Street
Journal reported “Moody’s projects that within a decade interest rate payments will consume over 20%
of federal revenue, well above most other developed nations.”. Will the Luciferian Bankster cabal come
to collect? Remember, the U.S. Corp. has been bankrupt since it declared so in 1933.
< ----------- Aug. Update ------------- >
Since the above chart in May, ETCG has pulled back to 11.00 and is now in OverSold Territory
(OST) with Divergence. Meaning a Reversal here and good buying opportunity. However, if it
goes lower at all, I don’t see it going belowthe 9.25 area.
< -------------------------- >
Here is a look at the U.S. econmy in a nutshell.
2 www.cointelegraph.com/news/jpmorgan-chase-launches-jpm-coin-using-crypto-to-speed-settlements
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The drops represent when the markets crashed in 2000 and 2007. The rise in the 90’s was due to tech
growth via computers and software. Notice the mean is around 2%, while currently its at 3.9%. The
only times it rises above 4% is during spikes which are short lived, with exception of 1997 – 2000 due
to the explosion in mortgages which crashed the economy soon after leading also the foreclosure crises
where the Big Banks scooped them back up for nothing – confiscating peoples equity, down payments,
etc.
The big question I have in mind is, how long will the “Trump Boom” keep going? And the bigger
question – will technology increase, via another leap, to boost the economic engine?
We have indeed witnessed the recent news regarding artificial intelligence (a BIG Danger!), machine
learning (remember TERMINATOR), robots, big data (on YOU and your children), internet of things,
autonomous vehicles (do want to lose control of your vehicle?), 3-D printing, energy storage, etc. But
will these things be enough?
Is this the kind of “technological revolution” we really want to see?
Moreover, are they sustainable?
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The above chart shows a mean in Productivity Growth of 2%, which we are already above,
approaching the upper range at 4%. Again, it only spikes above 4% reverting back to the mean range
soon afterwards. Again … what sustains it? Apparently nothing! As in the GDP Growth chart above,
we are still in a down trend since 2003.
According to the Federal Reserve, inflationary pressures remain nearly non-existent. Yet, gold prices
have reached a new 6 year high. History shows that gold is a perfect indicator for inflation. Yields on
US Treasuries have been inverted for a full quarter. In the past, such a scenario was a perfect indicator
an economic downturn was at hand. Consider: the yield curve inverted prior to each of the last seven
recessions over the past 50 year without making a mistake. With bond prices now at a 2 year high, an
inverted yield curve and gold prices at a 6 year high there is trouble ahead for something. Maybe
several somethings.
So who is right – the pessimists or the optimists? Given the level of debt in the economy, and missing
money ciphened off to undisclosed secret Black Budget operations … I am less optimistic. UNLESS
Full Disclosure happens in my lifetime! That leads us to the Bigger Picture … which I am always
focused on.

Part 4: DISCLOSURE – The Bigger Picture
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An “awakening process” is taking place that is exposing corruption, criminal activities, pedophilia,
child abduction and trafficking, political machinations, and much more. There are over 80,000 sealed
indictments in the US District Court system. But the awakening is also happening on a global scale
such as the people have never seen before. My sources come from on high, even above Top Secret …
Majestic Top Secret, and even Cosmic Top Secret.

Change is happening, due to a number of factors. These changes are not only effecting our Solar
System, but each form of life thereon at the DNA level. We must prepare our souls for this transition, or
“Ascension” event, into 4th density. This ‘event’ is prophesied in all religious beliefs.
FACT: Our Solar System is moving through a dense cloud, which is causing temperature changes
amung our planets. These changes are shown and proven via photo evidence.
FACT: Our vibrations are rising, as well as the Earth itself, having been documented for years.
Remote Viewers are confirming what a number of religions have prophesied. That soon our Sun will
emit a very bright energy wave of mass proportions that will change us “in the blink of an eye”!
Afterwards, peace will reign for a 1000 year cycle!
Much more to come soon, regarding “disclosure”, and how to prepare for the “solar event”, in my
posted articles and perhaps another book I’ve been working on for several years now.

Regards,
------------------"The Matrix is a system, Neo. That system is our enemy, and when you’re inside, and look around,
what do you see? Businessmen, Teachers, Lawyers, Carpenters, the very minds of the people we are
trying to save. But until we do, these people are still a part of that system and that makes them our
enemy. You have to understand: most of these people are not ready to be unplugged, and many of them
are so inured, so hopelessly dependent on the system, that they will fight to protect it."
– Morpheus, The Matrix
“Mankind must put an end to war before war puts an end to mankind.” ~ John F. Kennedy
You can blame it on the devil or God, but in the end it is a lack of taking responsibility for your actions!
By not making a decision, you made a decision to do NOTHING! God Demands Justice! The price of
Liberty is eternal vigilance, the consequence of inattention is tyranny.
~ Stephen Renfrow
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Have You Read the NMT & PSP Books? NO MORE TAXES; and
WORLD PROBLEMS, SOLUTIONS AND A PLAN
What if there was a Plan ... and You did nothing!
http://nmt-psp.com

YOU can be part of the Solution! Watch;
https://youtube.com/watch?v=N0utiu8wrr0
And join us Today
http://www.nationallibertyallicance.org
RISE: Defend of our Republic & Freedom
https://youtube.com/watch?v=mD0uKeqZszM
Visit
http://actforamerica.org
DISCLOSURE HAS BEEN HAPPENING...More Coming
http://nmt-psp.com/article-24March2018.php
Be a Part of DISCLOSURE, View the Trailer Close Encounters of the 5th Kind
Coming Fall 2019 - https://CE5film.com
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